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DISPOSITION: PROPOSED BUDGET FOR ISSUE FUND
GRANT APPROVED
On May 27, 2008 , the League of Oregon Cities (LOC) filed an
Application for Case Certification pursuant to OAR 860-012-0100(4) and section 5.3 of
the First Amended and Restated Intervenor Funding Agreement (IFA), approved by the
Commission in Order No. 07-564. No one objected to the application, and on June 17,
2008, in Order No. 08-328, the Commission granted the LOC’s Case Certification
application. On May 29, 2008, the LOC filed a proposed budget for an Issue Fund Grant
in this proceeding. LOC seeks an Issue Fund Grant in the amount of $39,720. In Order
No. 08-328, parties were given through June 27, 2008, to comment on the LOC’s
proposed budget. No parties commented.
The IFA provides that qualified intervenors must submit a proposed issue
fund budget to the Commission that contains, at a minimum, the following information:
1) A statement of the work to be performed;
2) A description of the areas to be investigated;
3) A description of the particular customer class(es) that will benefit from
the intervenor's participation;
4) Identification of the specific fund accounts from which the intervenor
is seeking monies and an estimate of the amount of available funds in
that account;
5) A budget showing estimated attorney, consultant and expert witness
fees, which may include the cost for appropriate support staff and
operations support; and
6) A representation that the intervenor will use matching funds in the
form of either in-house resources or outside funding to account for or
pay at least 20 percent of the eligible expenses for which the intervenor
is seeking an Issue Fund Grant.

